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PERFORMANCE AUDIT

SUMMARY

PURPOSE

This audit report evaluates whether: (1) state information technology (IT) project actual costs and schedules differ significantly from original estimates; and (2) controls are in place to provide reasonable assurance that the Office of Information Technology Services (ITS) has complete, accurate, and timely IT project information. The report makes recommendations so the Office of Information Technology Services, the Legislature, and the Governor can take appropriate corrective action.

RESULTS

ITS allows state agencies to contract with vendors and obligate state funds after approving the initial IT project cost and schedule estimates that state agencies submit to ITS. However, the initial estimates are not reliable predictors of the final cost and time schedules. For 84 IT projects reviewed, actual state agency IT project costs were more than twice (an additional $356.3 million) the original agency cost estimates and took about 65% (389 days) longer to complete than state agencies originally estimated. Inaccurate IT projects place the State at risk because ITS approves state agency projects based in part on those initial estimates. State agencies then contract with vendors and begin implementing the IT projects, all based on the inaccurate and unreliable cost and time estimates.

Three control weaknesses over the development of initial IT project cost and schedule estimates increase the risk that state IT projects will experience significant budget and schedule variances. First, ITS has not issued a standard practice for state agencies to follow when developing IT project estimates. Second, there are no policies in place that require an entity independent of the state agency that submits the estimate to verify that the estimate is reasonably accurate. And third, state agency managers are not required to manage IT projects so that the projects meet the initial cost or schedule estimates that are submitted to ITS.

Additionally, ITS does not have procedures in place to provide reasonable assurance that the data used to oversee state IT projects is complete, accurate, and timely. For example, ITS lacks a way to identify state agency IT projects that require the State Chief Information Officer’s (SCIO) approval. Consequently, state agencies can circumvent the SCIO approval process. Another problem is that the Project Portfolio Management Tool does not retain the historical and current project information to allow for trending and analysis. Also, ITS does not have procedures in place to verify that the data state agencies enter in the Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO) Project Portfolio Management Tool is accurate. Lastly, ITS may not have the authority it needs to ensure that state agencies submit project status reports in a timely manner.

Consequently, inaccurate initial estimates and inaccurate data could prevent ITS from achieving its goals of helping state agencies meet project budgets and schedules.

---

1 The Project Portfolio Management Tool is the licensed automated tool used by the State of North Carolina to define, report, and track IT Projects.
RECOMMENDATIONS

ITS should develop and publish written guidance for developing state agency IT project cost and schedule estimates. The guidance should also describe the education, experience, and credentials needed by the personnel who develop the estimates.

ITS should require state agencies to obtain independent validation of the accuracy and reasonableness of IT project estimates. Alternatively, ITS should require agencies to submit appropriate and adequate documentation so that ITS can evaluate and determine the accuracy and reasonableness of agency estimates.

ITS should request that the General Assembly consider enacting state law to hold state agency managers accountable and require them to meet IT project cost and schedule estimates.

ITS should develop and document a method to identify state agency IT projects that require the SCIO’s approval. ITS should also ensure that the EPMO Tool retains both historical and current information to allow for trending and analysis.

ITS should develop and document procedures to verify state agency data in the EPMO Project Portfolio Management Tool.

ITS should consider asking the General Assembly for the authority to ensure that ITS receives project status reports on schedule.

AGENCY’S RESPONSE

The Agency’s response is included in the appendix.
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In July of 2004, the General Assembly enacted Senate Bill 991 (SB 991) to improve information technology (IT) project management and reduce cost overruns. SB 991 was codified as *North Carolina General Statute, Chapter 147, Article 3D* and significantly increased the role of the State Chief Information Officer (SCIO) in State IT Management. The legislation requires the SCIO to review major IT projects and to approve or suspend projects as deemed appropriate. The legislation also directs the SCIO to provide project management assistance on approved projects.

Several state agencies are involved in the state IT project oversight process. Responsible agencies discussed in this report include:

- **State Agencies**: Responsible for notifying the SCIO when an information technology project has been initiated that the agency intends to submit to the review process. Once a project is approved, agencies are required to report periodically to the SCIO the project’s cost, schedule, and “any other information related to the implementation of the information technology project.”

- **State Chief Information Officer (SCIO)**: Has statutory authority to review, approve or deny major IT projects as well as suspend IT projects that fail to meet quality assurance standards. Although other agencies play a role in approving or denying a project, the SCIO has the final authority to approve a project.

- **Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO)**: Responsible for reviewing state agency IT projects. Monitors agency progress and advises state agencies on project management. Housed within the Office of the SCIO, the EPMO provides status reports and makes recommendations regarding project continuation to the SCIO.

- **Office of Statewide Architecture (Architecture)**: Responsible for reviewing the technical components of the IT projects to ensure that the systems’ designs meet the goals of the IT project. Housed within the Office of the SCIO.

- **Office of State Budget and Management (Budget)**: Reviews IT projects to ensure money is available and that the benefits justify the costs. Has statutory authority to disallow “any additional expenditure of funds for a project that has been suspended by the SCIO.”

- **Office of State Controller (Controller)**: Reviews IT projects to ensure implemented systems do not conflict with North Carolina Accounting System. The State Controller is a member of the Review Committee charged with dispute resolution between agencies and the SCIO.

EPMO reported that as of March 11, 2013, state agencies had 128 active IT projects with a total budget of $1.7 billion.
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The audit objectives were to determine if: (1) state IT project actual costs and schedules differ significantly from original estimates; and (2) controls are in place to provide reasonable assurance that the Office of Information Technology Services has complete, accurate, and timely IT project information.

The Office of the State Auditor initiated this audit to improve the oversight and management of state IT projects.

The audit scope included 84 IT projects documented in the ITS Project Portfolio Management Tool. The 84 projects were selected because they were the only projects for which original cost and schedule estimate data was available in the ITS Project Portfolio Management Tool. We conducted the fieldwork from December 2011 to October 2012.

To achieve our audit objectives, we interviewed ITS personnel, reviewed ITS procedure manuals, reviewed IT project documentation, and analyzed data for the ITS Project Portfolio Management Tool.

Because of the test nature and other inherent limitations of an audit, together with limitations of any system of internal and management controls, this audit would not necessarily disclose all performance weaknesses or lack of compliance.

As a basis for evaluating internal control, we applied the internal control guidance contained in professional auditing standards. As discussed in the standards, internal control consists of five interrelated components, which are (1) control environment, (2) risk assessment, (3) control activities, (4) information and communication, and (5) monitoring.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

We conducted this audit under the authority vested in the State Auditor of North Carolina by North Carolina General Statute 147.64.
1. **Actual Costs and Schedules Differ Significantly From Original Estimates**

The Office of Information Technology Services (ITS) allows state agencies to contract with vendors and obligate state funds after approving the initial information technology (IT) project cost and schedule estimates that state agencies submit to ITS. However, the initial estimates are not reliable predictors of the final cost and time schedules. On average, actual state agency IT project costs are more than twice the original agency submitted cost estimates and take about 65% longer to complete than state agencies originally estimate. Three control weaknesses over initial IT project estimates increase the risk that state IT projects will experience significant budget and schedule variances. The control weaknesses include: (1) no standard practice for creating IT project estimates; (2) no independent validation of agency estimates; and (3) no accountability for unreliable estimates.

**Projects Cost Twice As Much and Take 65% Longer Than Original Estimates**

The actual costs of state IT projects are more than twice the original estimates based on data from the ITS Project Portfolio Management Tool (Project Database). Additionally, the projects took 65.4% longer to complete than the original project estimates indicated.

State IT projects progress through five phases: (1) Initial Project Review & Approval; (2) Planning & Design; (3) Execution & Build; (4) Implementation; and (5) Closeout.

A review of 84 state IT projects indicates that actual project costs are more than twice the original project cost estimates. When first approved, the 84 projects were initially budgeted for $319.9 million. However, the final revised budgets indicate that the 84 projects will cost $676.2 million.

Furthermore, analysis indicates that project costs increased significantly even after the planning and design phase for the projects was completed - a time when estimated project costs should be reasonably close to final costs. Project costs for the 84 projects increased about $158.5 million between the time that the projects were initially approved and the time that planning and design for the projects was completed. But project costs increased another $197.8 million after the planning and design phase.

Not only do state agency IT projects cost significantly more than the agencies initially estimate, the projects also take significantly longer to complete than the agencies initially estimate. State IT projects take on average 65.4% (389 days) longer than the initial estimate to complete based on data from the Project Database. Project completion schedules for the 84 projects increased an average of 158 days between the time that the projects were initially approved and the time that planning and design for the projects was completed. The project schedules increased another 231 days after the planning and design phase.

---

2 The Project Database is used to report a project’s status to the ITS Enterprise Project Management Office Quality Assurance staff.
Auditors selected the 84 projects (see Appendix) with baseline data from the Project Database for review. The Project Database contains data for 1,034 state agency IT projects. However, the Project Database’s analytical usefulness is limited because: (1) it only contains original cost and schedule estimate data (baseline data) for 84 of the 1,034 projects; and (2) it only contains cost data for a project’s current phase (older data is overwritten and no longer available).

Despite the data limitations noted above, analysis of the Project Database data indicates that initial agency cost and schedule estimates are generally inaccurate.

**Alternative Measures Proposed by ITS**

ITS personnel proposed two (2) changes to the auditor’s methodology for measuring how close initial project cost and schedule estimates came to actual costs and schedules.

First, ITS personnel proposed eliminating the following three (3) projects from the analysis:

- Department of Revenue Tax Information Management Systems (TIMS),
- Criminal Justice Law Enforcement Automated Data Services (CJLEADS),
- Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS).

ITS personnel argues that the projects listed above may skew the analysis results because they are projects with agreed upon business scope changes, like TIMS and CJLEADS, or they are large projects with problems, like MMIS.

Removing the projects listed above from the analysis would show that actual project costs are 44.4% ($99.8 million) more than the original project cost estimates and take on average 64.1% (371 days) longer to complete than initially estimated.

These projects are included in the analysis because they demonstrate the large monetary impact that inaccurate estimates for a few large IT projects can have on state spending. The monetary impact of these projects demonstrates the need to create IT project estimates that accurately identify state needs, include and document planned project expansions, and provide a range of costs and associated probabilities to account for contingencies that could affect project completion.

Second, ITS personnel proposed using the cost and schedule estimates developed at the end of the Planning & Design phase instead of the initial cost and schedule estimates submitted by the state agency and approved by ITS.

---

3 Because auditors only selected projects with baseline data, total program costs were not captured in the analysis where a project had been divided into several smaller projects. For example, the NC Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS) program had been divided into twelve separate projects. However, only two of the twelve projects had baseline data that could be compared with final project costs. Consequently, only two of the MMIS projects were included in the analysis. As a result, total MMIS program costs were not captured in the analysis.
Removing the projects listed above from the analysis and using the estimates developed at the end of the Planning & Design phase would show that actual project costs are 3.1% ($9.6 million) more than the original project cost estimates and take on average 28.2% (210 days) longer to complete than initially estimated.

However, using the estimate developed at the end of the Planning & Design phase would not give the reader a full appreciation of the risk that the State takes when it approves IT projects based on inaccurate initial estimates.

Using the estimate developed at the end of the Planning & Design phase might be appropriate if that was the basis for and the point at which the State contracted with a vendor.

But ITS allows state agencies to begin contracting with vendors before the Planning & Design phase based on the initial ITS approved estimates. ITS personnel explained that state agencies could not know how much a project was going to cost or how long it was going to take until after the agency had a contract with a vendor. Therefore, ITS allows state agencies to contract with a vendor and then work with the vendor to create a more accurate estimate at the end of the Planning & Design phase.

Allowing state agencies to contract with vendors based on inaccurate initial estimates places the State at risk. Signing a contract with a vendor before the project requirements, costs, and schedules are reasonably known legally obligates the State to a vendor and almost guarantees that the contract amount will have to be increased later so that the State can complete the project. Furthermore, the contract increases will occur without the benefit of competitive bidding to ensure that the State receives the best price for the contract changes. This system almost invites a vendor to obtain the contract with an unreasonably low bid and to later increase the contract amount through change orders.

In fact, allowing agencies without reasonably accurate project estimates to contract with a vendor contradicts best practices used by the federal government. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires federal agencies to have reasonably accurate estimates or to take steps to obtain reasonably accurate estimates before an agency contracts with a vendor at the end of the Planning & Design phase.4

Consequently, auditors did not include the ITS recommendations in the analysis methodology.

**No Standard Practice for Creating IT Project Estimates**

ITS has not issued a standard practice for state agencies to follow when developing IT project estimates. ITS has prepared a Cost Breakdown Template that provides a place for agencies to document six cost categories for each of the five project phases. Also, ITS has provided instructions for entering cost estimation data into the Application Portfolio

---

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Management Tool. However, ITS has not provided detailed instructions and best practices for preparing estimates.

Furthermore, ITS has not provided recommendations about the experience and qualifications needed by state personnel who prepare or submit IT project cost and schedule estimates.

ITS practices differ significantly from best practices used by the federal government.

First, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) identified and published best practices for producing reliable estimates. The GAO says that reliable estimates are critical to delivering projects on-time and on-budget. The “GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide,” states:

“The ability to generate reliable cost estimates is a critical function, necessary to support the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) capital programming process. Without this ability, agencies are at risk of experiencing cost overruns, missed deadlines, and performance shortfalls - all recurring problems that our program assessments too often reveal. Furthermore, cost increases often mean that the government cannot fund as many programs as intended or deliver them when promised.”

The GAO also notes that “Certain best practices should be followed if accurate and credible cost estimates are to be developed.” To that end, the GAO developed and published the “GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide.” The GAO states:

“The methodology outlined in this guide is a compilation of best practices that federal cost estimating organizations and industry use to develop and maintain reliable cost estimates throughout the life of a government acquisition program. By default, the guide will also serve as a guiding principle for our auditors to evaluate the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of government programs.”

Second, the GAO recognizes that cost estimate preparation is a technical function that requires technical skills and expertise. For example, the GAO has identified problems with the risk analysis included in some cost estimates. The “GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide” states:

“A risk analysis should be part of every cost estimate, but it should be performed by experienced analysts who understand the process and know how to use the appropriate tools. On numerous occasions, GAO has encountered cost estimates with meaningless confidence intervals because the analysts did not understand the underlying mathematics or tools.”

There is an increased risk that state agencies will not produce reliable initial cost and schedule estimates when the oversight agency (ITS) has not provided written guidance for preparing reliable estimates and made recommendations about the experience and qualifications needed by those who prepare the estimates.
No Independent Validation of Agency Estimates

There are no policies in place that require state agencies to obtain independent validation of the accuracy of their initial estimates. Additionally, ITS does not expect the agency’s initial estimates to be accurate. ITS does not expect accurate estimates until the beginning of the Execution & Build phase. In its project management methodology, ITS states:

“Initial budgetary estimates are often based on availability of funds or may be dictated by legislation or grant size. These parameters may or may not coincide with the actual funds needed to perform the project. For this reason, budget estimates are refined in the Planning phase until they are base lined at the beginning of Execution & Build.”

However, not having accurate cost and schedule estimates until the beginning of the Execution & Build phase can be a problem. State agencies are allowed to contract with vendors and obligate state resources before the Execution & Build phase. Because contracts are signed before reliable costs and schedules are available, cost increases are likely to occur and project change requests must be submitted for the unanticipated budget and schedule changes. But after a contract is signed with a vendor every change request will carry the same risk as a sole source contract because there will be no competitive bidding process to ensure that the State is getting the best price on the changes. It’s worth noting that an ITS analysis of state agency IT project change requests shows that most change requests are for budget and schedule changes.

Furthermore, ITS has not established a written standard that describes how accurate an agency’s estimate should be.

ITS management provided auditors with an example of an accuracy expectation in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) issued by the Project Management Institute. The example that ITS management provided states:

“Cost estimates should be refined during the course of the project to reflect additional detail as it becomes available. The accuracy of a project estimate will increase as the project progresses through the project life cycle. Hence cost estimating is an iterative process from phase to phase. For example, a project in the initiation phase could have a rough order of magnitude (ROM) estimate in the range of ±50%. Later in the project, as more information is known, estimates could narrow to a range of ±10%. In some organizations, there are guidelines for when such refinements can be made and the degree of accuracy that is expected.”

However, initial agency cost estimates differ significantly more than ±50% from final project costs. Additionally, the example listed above is not documented in ITS policies and procedures as a standard for state agency estimates.

---

5 ITS, Project Management Methodology, Version 1.0, June 9, 2009, pg. 20
In contrast to the ITS policy, the federal government requires estimates to be independently validated for reasonableness. Because reliable cost estimates are critical, OMB requires the reasonableness of IT project estimates to be independently verified. In an August 4, 2005, memorandum for Chief Information Officers, OMB stated:

1. “For all new major IT projects, before beginning development, ensure cost, schedule, and performance goals are independently validated for reasonableness.

2. For all ongoing major IT projects with development efforts (DME), before obligating FY 2006 funds, begin independently validating for reasonableness current cost, schedule, and performance baselines, taking corrective actions as necessary. Independent validations should be completed by March 31, 2006. If proposed corrective actions include re-baselining (changing the performance measurement baseline – planned scope of work, schedule, budgeted costs, or all three), the proposal must be approved by OMB.”

There is an increased risk that state agency initial cost and schedule estimates will not be reliable when the oversight agency (ITS) does not require independent validation of the estimate’s reasonableness and accuracy.

No Accountability For Reliable Estimates

State agency managers are not required to manage IT projects so that the projects meet the initial cost or schedule estimates that are submitted to ITS.

ITS acknowledges the importance of accountability. ITS notes, “An agency being accountable for IT projects and applications helps to deliver the expected business results in a timely and cost effective manner.”

However, there is no state law that requires state agency managers to manage an IT project so that the IT project is delivered in accordance with the initial agency estimates.

To the contrary, federal best practices require accountability. OMB and Congress hold federal agencies accountable for creating reliable estimates. The OMB “Capital Programming Guide” states:

“It is critical that the cost estimates are realistic estimates of the final costs and are adjusted to consider risk. When seeking funds during the budget process, the credibility of the costs will be examined, and OMB and the Congress will hold agencies accountable for meeting the schedule and performance goals within the cost estimates.”

Additionally, federal law requires federal agency managers to manage their IT projects so that the projects are delivered within 10 percent of the budgeted amount. Federal law 41 U.S.C. Section 263 (a) states:

6 ITS, Enterprise Project Management Office Value Proposition
“It is the policy of Congress that the head of each executive agency should achieve, on average, 90 percent of the cost performance, and schedule goals established for major acquisition programs of the agency.”

There is an increased risk that state agency IT projects will experience cost and schedule overruns when agency managers are not required to manage IT projects to meet approved estimates.

**Inaccurate Estimates Can Result in Unplanned Spending and Resource Use**

Inaccurate project estimates can lead to cost overruns and schedule slippages that result in unplanned spending and resource consumption. ITS notes, “Budget overruns, schedules slippages, unmet requirements and capabilities, poor deliverables’ quality, and additional lifetime maintenance and operation expenses create wasted and unproductive fiscal resources.”

Budget variances can result in millions of dollars in unplanned spending. For example, the State experienced a:

- $96.8 million budget increase for the Department of Revenue’s Tax Information Management System project from $525,000 to $97.3 million.
- $23 million budget increase in the Office of the State Controller’s Criminal Justice Data Integration Pilot for Wake County project from an initial budget of $2.1 million to a revised budget of $24.7 million.
- $23 million budget increase in the Department of Health and Human Service’s NC FAST Global Case Management and Food & Nutrition project from an initial budget of $25.2 million to a revised budget of $48.2 million.

Also, schedule variances delay when North Carolina and its citizens can benefit from the cost savings and improved services that the new technology was promised to deliver. For example, the State experienced a:

- 1,307 day schedule increase in the Department of Health and Human Service’s Vital Records and Statistics Automation System project from an initial estimate of 2,371 days-to-complete to a revised schedule of 3,678 days-to-complete.
- 1,237 day schedule increase in the Employment Security Commission’s Initial Claims Call Center project from an initial estimate of 669 days-to-complete to a revised schedule of 1,906 days-to-complete.
- 1,184 day schedule increase in the Office of the State Controller’s Criminal Justice Data Integration Pilot for Wake County project from an initial estimate of 240 days-to-complete to a revised schedule of 1,424 days-to-complete.

Inaccurate initial estimates could keep ITS from achieving its goals of helping state agencies meet project budgets and schedules. ITS states, “The primary goal of the

---

EPMO project oversight process is to ensure that all major technology projects meet the required deliverables, budget, schedule, scope, and performance milestones, and meet client expectations leading to quality deliverables. Starting a project with inaccurate estimates can only hinder the efforts of ITS.

Furthermore, inaccurate initial estimates could keep ITS from achieving the Legislature’s objectives. State statutes clearly show that the Legislature intends to reduce cost and schedule variances. For example, the 2004 Senate Bill 991 was titled:


The additional authority given to the SCIO provides further evidence of the Legislature’s intent to reduce cost and schedule variances. The Legislature gave the SCIO the authority to require the provisions of IT project contracts to “include monetary penalties for projects that are not completed within the specified time period or that involve costs in excess of those specified in the contract.”

**Recommendation**: ITS should develop and publish written guidance for developing state agency IT project cost and schedule estimates. The guidance should also describe the education, experience, and credentials needed by the personnel who develop the estimates.

ITS should require state agencies to obtain independent validation of the accuracy and reasonableness of IT project estimates. Alternatively, ITS should require agencies to submit appropriate and adequate documentation so that ITS can evaluate and determine the accuracy and reasonableness of agency estimates.

ITS should request that the General Assembly consider enacting a state law to hold state agency managers accountable and require them to meet IT project cost and schedule estimates.

---

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2. PROCEDURES DO NOT ENSURE COMPLETE, ACCURATE, AND TIMELY DATA

The Office of Information Technology Services (ITS) lacks procedures to provide reasonable assurance that the data used to oversee state information technology (IT) projects is complete, accurate, and timely.

No Reasonable Assurance That IT Project Data Is Complete

ITS procedures are not adequate to ensure that data in the Enterprise Project Management Office’s (EPMO) Project Portfolio Management Tool\(^9\) (Tool) is complete for two reasons.

First, IT project data may not be complete because ITS does not have a method to identify IT projects that circumvent the approval process. North Carolina General Statute 147-33.72C prohibits state agencies from proceeding with IT projects without State Chief Information Officer (SCIO) approval. However, state agencies can circumvent the State’s project approval process because agencies have the ability to spend money on projects even if the agency does not have the SCIO’s approval. Additionally, the statute requires the Office of State Budget and Management (Budget) to prevent state agencies from spending funds on unapproved projects. Nevertheless, Budget does not have a mechanism to prevent agencies from spending money on unapproved projects.

The problem with state agencies circumventing the approval process was first identified over five years ago in a July 2007 report\(^10\) issued by the Office of the State Auditor. The report states,

“During our analysis, we identified projects that were implemented even though they were not approved in the State Approval process. Thus, it appears agencies may have the flexibility to intentionally or unintentionally circumvent the State approval process. While there may be some instances when the State Approval process must be modified to accommodate projects with high priority, the EPMO cannot control the outcome of projects that are not required to go through the formal review process, at which point potential risk issues might be identified and addressed.”

Second, IT project data may not be complete because ITS procedures do not ensure that the Tool preserves historical project data. IT project data is overwritten in the Tool as the project progresses through the project phases. Some data elements, such as baseline budget and schedule data, have been preserved in recent years. However, other historical data have not been preserved. For example, initial project budget and schedule information is overwritten to reflect the most current information as the project parameters change.

\(^9\) The Project Portfolio Management Tool is the licensed automated tool used by the State of North Carolina to define, report, and track IT Projects.

Complete IT project data from the EPMO is necessary for the SCIO oversight function. *North Carolina General Statute 147-33.72C* gives the SCIO oversight responsibilities to review, approve, and suspend state agency IT projects. The EPMO conducts project assessments and provides the information to the SCIO so that the SCIO can perform the oversight function. The “Enterprise Project Management Office Project Assessment Process Guidelines” states, “The intent is to provide complete, accurate, and timely project information to the SCIO in order to facilitate accomplishment of legislatively mandated oversight duties and responsibilities.”

Without procedures to ensure that state agency IT projects are identified and properly reviewed, the SCIO cannot properly perform its oversight function. As a result, IT projects could experience problems such as cost overruns, schedule slippage, and unmet requirements.

Furthermore, ITS cannot analyze past events to identify negative trends in state agency IT projects without historical project data. Identifying and analyzing negative trends is a way of identifying at-risk projects. The “Enterprise Project Management Office Project Assessment Process Guidelines” states that “constant re-baselining” and “frequent schedule or milestone changes” are symptoms of an “at risk” project. However, the EPMO Tool alone does not provide enough information to analyze historical project data. The EPMO Tool has a document management section that lists changes to the project data, but the budget and schedule data must be obtained from manual documents. Consequently, analysis of several projects could be labor intensive and time consuming. Without readily available historical information for automated comparison and analysis, ITS may not be able to identify problem projects in a timely manner.

**No Reasonable Assurance That IT Project Data Is Accurate**

ITS procedures are not adequate to ensure that data in the Tool is accurate. ITS relies on state agencies to provide IT project information such as cost, schedule, and performance data. State agencies input this information directly into the Tool. However, ITS does not independently verify and validate the information that the agency enters in the Tool.

ITS oversight procedures require accurate IT project data. The “Enterprise Project Management Office Project Assessment Process Guidelines” states,

> “The primary objective of the EPMO project assessment is to provide complete, **accurate**, and defensible project information to the Chief Information Officer through the EPMO director. ... To accomplish this reporting requirement, the EPMO staff will use project documents, tools, and analysis techniques to verify and validate project status.” (emphasis added)

Without procedures to ensure that state agency IT project data is accurate, the SCIO may not have the information necessary to adequately perform the legislated oversight responsibilities. As noted above, *North Carolina General Statute 147-33.72C* gives the SCIO oversight responsibilities to review and approve state agency projects. The statute also allows the SCIO to suspend an IT project “that does not continue to meet the
applicable quality assurance standards.” Failure to independently verify state agency self-reported data could prevent the SCIO from timely identifying troubled projects.

**No Reasonable Assurance That IT Project Data Is Timely**

ITS procedures are not adequate to ensure that project status is updated timely. ITS requires state agencies to provide monthly IT project status reports. However, ITS does not have procedures in place to compel state agencies to submit the reports on-time. On December 31, 2011, for example, 27 out of 78 project reports (35%) were overdue by two months or more:

- 1 status report was 5 months overdue;
- 2 status reports were 4 months overdue;
- 10 status reports were 3 months overdue;
- 14 status reports were 2 months overdue.

ITS oversight procedures require timely IT project status reports. The “Enterprise Project Management Office Project Assessment Process Guidelines” states “Monitoring and reporting are project control tools that provide assurance that the project is meeting expectations.” The guidelines further state the intent of the ITS project assessments “is to provide complete, accurate, and **timely** project information to the SCIO in order to facilitate accomplishment of legislatively mandated oversight duties and responsibilities.”

Without procedures to compel state agencies to timely submit IT project status reports, the SCIO may not have the information necessary to adequately perform the legislated oversight responsibilities. As a result, the SCIO may not determine in a timely manner that project processes are deviating from the approved plan, the project schedule is not in accordance with the plan, and project costs are not in accordance with the approved budget. (emphasis added)

**Recommendation:** ITS should develop and document a method to identify state agency IT projects that require the SCIO’s approval. ITS should also ensure that the EPMO Tool retains both historical and current information to allow for trending and analysis.

ITS should develop and document procedures to verify state agency data entered in the EPMO Project Portfolio Management Tool.

ITS should consider asking the General Assembly for the authority to ensure that ITS receives project status reports on schedule.
IT Project List

The table below contains data for the 84 projects reviewed for this audit. The Project Portfolio Management (PPM) database contains data for 1,034 state IT projects, however baseline data was only available for 84 of those projects. The project data was extracted from the PPM database on October 4, 2012.
State of North Carolina
Office of Information Technology Services

Pat McCrory
Governor

Chris Estes
State Chief Information Officer

March 26, 2013

The Honorable Beth A. Wood, CPA
Office of the State Auditor
2 South Salisbury Street
20601 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-0601

Dear State Auditor Wood:

We have reviewed the February 15, 2013, confidential draft of the audit entitled “Office of Information Technology Services IT Project Budget and Schedule Variances” based on your field evaluation completed October, 2012, during the previous administration. We agree with the findings and thank you for providing recommendations to improve IT project management in the State of North Carolina.

ITS is making plans to begin addressing these issues and others in the management of information technology. These initiatives will be included in the Statewide IT Plan, which will be completed by October 1. Successful implementation is dependent on funding.

Our specific responses to the Findings and Recommendations are as follows:

1. Actual Costs And Schedules Differ Significantly From Original Estimates

Recommendation: ITS should develop and publish written guidance for developing state agency IT project cost and schedule estimates. The guidance should also describe the education, experience, and credentials needed by the personnel who develop the estimates.

ITS Response: We agree and will work with the Office of State Budget and Management and executive branch agencies to update and enhance existing documentation, and to provide improved guidance on cost and schedule estimates. If funding can be obtained, we will establish business case and cost estimation training for state employees. We will work with the Office of State Personnel to develop a project management skills inventory and a career path for project managers.

Recommendation: ITS should require state agencies to obtain independent validation of the accuracy and reasonableness of IT project estimates. Alternatively, ITS should require agencies to submit appropriate and adequate documentation so that ITS can evaluate and determine the accuracy and reasonableness of agency estimates.
ITS Response: We agree and will work with the State Budget Office to establish additional guidance and oversight in the development of project cost estimates. We will also help agencies provide appropriate and adequate financial documentation.

Recommendation: ITS should request that the General Assembly consider enacting a state law to hold state agency managers accountable and require them to meet IT project cost and schedule estimates.

ITS Response: We understand the concern over contracts being signed before cost estimates are finalized, and will modify the project review process to address that concern using our existing statutory authority. A possible solution is to add an “award approval” step. Before new legislation is requested, a possible solution is better reporting and enforcement of existing law.

2. Procedures Do Not Ensure Complete, Accurate, And Timely Data

Recommendation: ITS should develop and document a method to identify state agency IT projects that require the SCIO’s approval. ITS should also ensure that the EPMO Tool retains both historical and current information to allow for trending and analysis.

ITS Response: We agree with this recommendation and will better define and communicate to agencies projects that require SCIO approval.

We agree that a PPM tool should retain data necessary to provide trending and analysis data, but must weigh the additional cost versus the benefit. ITS is implementing new software that may have the ability to provide long-term data.

Recommendation: ITS should develop and document procedures to verify state agency data entered in the EPMO Project Portfolio Management Tool.

ITS Response: We agree and will provide agencies with additional guidance and / or training to ensure that they are following procedures to verify state agency data entered into the EPMO Project Portfolio Management Tool.

Recommendation: ITS should consider asking the General Assembly for the authority to ensure that ITS receives project status reports on schedule.

ITS Response: We agree that agencies should provide timely project status reports and believe this is within our existing statutory authority. Going forward, we will use this authority to ensure timely status updates. For example, we can use existing authority to suspend or stop projects that are out of compliance.

Thank you again for the opportunity to respond to the draft audit. ITS looks forward to working with the Office of State Auditor and others to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of information technology in delivering services to the state’s citizens.

Sincerely,

Chris Estes
Audit reports issued by the Office of the State Auditor can be obtained from the web site at [www.ncauditor.net](http://www.ncauditor.net). Also, parties may register on the web site to receive automatic email notification whenever reports of interest are issued. Otherwise, copies of audit reports may be obtained by contacting the:

Office of the State Auditor  
State of North Carolina  
2 South Salisbury Street  
20601 Mail Service Center  
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-0601

Telephone: 919/807-7500  
Facsimile: 919/807-7647

This audit required 2,472 audit hours at an approximate cost of $198,987. The cost represents less than 1% of the $676 million in total expenditures subjected to audit.